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Chapter Two  
The Sacraments of Healing  

1420 Through the sacraments of Christian initiation, man receives the new life of Christ. 
Now we carry this life “in earthen vessels,” and it remains “hidden with Christ in God.”1 

 
Matthew 13:34 

The kingdom of heaven is like unto a treasure hidden in a field. Which a man having found, 
hid it, and for joy thereof goeth, and selleth all that he hath, and buyeth that field. 

 
From the Book of Heaven 

V7 – Oct. 18, 1906 - "My daughter, the works which I like the most are the hidden 
works because, free from any human spirit, they contain such preciousness within 
themselves, that I keep them as the choicest inside My Heart; so much so, that in 
comparing a thousand external and public works with one internal and hidden 
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work, the one thousand external ones remain below the single internal work, 
because in the external works the human spirit always takes its part." 

 
V12 – Aug. 14, 1917 – “…This soul is firm, not subject to inconstancies or 
voluntary defects. She is attentive to her duties; she is the most sacrificed and 
detached from everyone and everything, even from spiritual directions themselves; 
and since her roots are deep, she rises up so high that the flowers and fruits bloom 
in Heaven. She is so hidden in God that the earth sees little or nothing of this soul. 
The Divine Will keeps her absorbed within Itself; only Jesus is the author, the life, 
the form of the sanctity of this enviable creature. She has nothing of her own, but 
everything is in common with Jesus. Her passion is the Divine Will; her 
characteristic is the Will of her Jesus, and ‘FIAT’ is her continuous motto…” 
 
V12 – Dec. 10, 1918 - "My daughter, how sweet and pleasing to Me, is the prayer 
of the souls who are intimate with Me! How I feel My hidden Life of Nazareth being 
repeated - with no outward appearance, without any circle of people, with no 
sound of bells; completely neglected and alone, to the extent that I was barely 
known. I kept rising between Heaven and earth, asking for souls - not even a breath 
or a heartbeat escaped Me, which did not ask for souls. And as I did this, My blast 
resounded in Heaven, and drew the Love of the Father to give Me souls. This same 
sound, reverberating in hearts, cried out in a sonorous voice: ‘Souls!’ How many 
wonders did I not work during My hidden Life, known only to My Father in Heaven 
and to My Mother on earth! 

The same for the hidden soul, who is intimate with Me: as she prays, though 
no sound is heard on earth, her prayers, like bells, resound more vibrantly in 
Heaven, to the extent of calling the whole of Heaven to unite Itself with her, and to 
let mercy descend upon the earth, which resounding not to the hearing but to the 
hearts of creatures, may dispose them to convert." 
 
V16 – Aug. 20, 1923 – “…And then, there is the example of My Mama, true Sanctity 
of living in My Will, with her interior all eclipsed in the Eternal Sun of the Supreme 
Volition. Having to be the Queen of the Sanctity of the Saints, and Mother and 
Bearer of My Life to all, and therefore of all goods, she remained as though hidden 
in all, bringing good without making herself recognized. More than a silent Sun, 
she brought Light without speech, Fire without clamor, Good without exposing 
herself. There was no good which did not come from Her; there was no miracle 
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which was not unleashed from Her. By living in My Will, she lived hidden within all, 
and she was and is the origin of the goods of all. 

She was so enraptured in God, so fixed and ordered in the Divine Will, that all 
her interior swam in the sea of the Eternal Volition. She was aware of all the 
interior of all creatures, and she placed her own in order to reorder them before 
God. It was exactly the interior of man, more than the outside, to be in greater need 
of being re-done and reordered; and so, having to do the major part, it seemed that 
she did the minor, while she was the origin of both external and interior good. Yet, 
apparently it seemed that she did not do great or amazing works. More than Sun, 
She went unobserved and hidden in the cloud of Light of the Divine Will, so much 
so, that the very Saints gave of themselves, doing apparently more amazing things 
that My own Mama did. Yet, what are the greatest Saints before My Celestial 
Mama? They are just little stars compared to the great Sun; and if they are 
illuminated, it is because of the Sun…” 
 
V17 – Aug. 9, 1924 – “…The working of the soul in My Will is like the swimming 
and the darting of the fish in the terrestrial sea; and the soul does it in the celestial 
sea of the Supreme Volition. These souls are the hidden inhabitants of the celestial 
waves, who live for the immense honor and for the merit of the infinite sea of My 
Will. And just as the fish are hidden, vanished within the sea, mute, yet forming the 
glory of the sea and serving as food for man, so do these souls seem to be vanished 
within the Divine sea - mute; yet, they form the greatest glory of Creation, and are 
the primary cause for My letting descend upon earth the delicious food of My Will 
and of My grace…” 
 
V17 – June 25, 1925 - Oh, how happy I felt, all hidden and covered, in Jesus and by 
Jesus! I could see nothing but Jesus – everything had disappeared from me. The 
joys, the happiness of His adorable presence had all returned, as if by magic, to live 
again in My poor heart. Pain had been banished from me, nor did I remember His 
privation any longer, which had cost me mortal pains. Oh, how easy it is to forget 
everything, while being with Jesus! Now, after He kept me all covered and hidden 
in Him for some time, to the point that I thought He would never again leave me, I 
heard Him call the Angels and the Saints, to come and see what Jesus was doing 
with me, and the way He kept me covered inside His Adorable Person.  
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V34 – Aug. 23, 1936 – “…In sum, My Divine Will must find as many Jesuses for 
however many creatures want to Live of My Will.  And then It will not find Itself 
hindered on their part anymore, because I will have them hidden in Me, and It will 
have more to do with Me than with them.  And the creatures will find all the 
necessary, Superabundant Helps in order to Live of My Will…”  
 
V36 – Jul. 18, 1938 – “…Only then are We Truly Loved and Glorified:  when the 
creature animated by Our Will, flows into that act of light, Loving and Glorifying 
Us with the Love and Glory of light.  So We feel Our Purpose—the Reason for which 
We Created light—when We find the creature hidden inside that light, Loving Us 
with the Fullness of the light and heat.  We find in her Love that wounds Us, Love 
that sweetens Us, Love that says, always, ‘Love.' 
 

FIAT! 


